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Abstract. Today, agile development of scalable applications that influence new forms of 
production and business organization is a requirement for organizations. Scalability and 
quick development requirements are no longer met by traditional monolithic architectures. 

Docker containerization is a new emerging technology bringing virtualization to software 

applications. In particular, lightness has brought higher profits to docker containers. This 
research aims to measure the performance of applications running on containerization 
architecture and compare it with conventional architecture namely monolithic architecture. 

The experiment was carried out on a computer with a Windows operating system on which 
the Docker desktop application was installed. Performance is measured using the Apache 
JMeter application to determine throughput, latency, packet loss, and delay. Analysis is 
carried out by comparing the results of parameter measurements.  The results show that 

monolithic architecture has better latency values compared to microservices architecture. 

Keywords: Virtualization, Docker Container, Cloud Computing, Hotel Management 

System. 

1 Introduction 

Today, agile development of scalable applications that influence new forms of production and 

business organization is a requirement for organizations. Scalability and quick development 

requirements are no longer met by traditional monolithic architectures [1]. Organizations want 

strong, technologically based solutions. To assist software products meet functional 

requirements and be resource-efficient, software engineers have created and implemented a 

variety of architectures over time. Certain architectures disperse their modules across multiple 

layers or tiers, or they may be arranged in a single layer. Since the invention of software systems, 

monolithic design, when combined with virtual machines, has shown to be a successful and 

efficient strategy for both small and large-scale projects. It is well known that when the volume 

of data to be handled grows or surpasses a particular capacity threshold, the performance of 

monolithic programs is impacted.  

A new emerging technology called Docker containerization brings virtualization to software 

applications. It delivers an ultra-lightweight infrastructure technology for software applications 
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resulting in significant take-up to develop, test , and deploy. Concerning this, a major issue in 

many online forums has occurred, especially about deploying distributed software applications 

on Docker-based containers in a more leveraged manner [2]. 

The mapping study results conducted by [3] show increasing interest and use of container-based 

technologies, such as Linux Container (LXC) or Docker as solutions of lightweight 

virtualization at the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) level, and as solutions of application 

management at the Platform as a service (PaaS) level. As observed, containers have a positive 

impact on several aspects, especially development and deployment. For example, architecture 

in the cloud is moving towards a DevOps-based approach, supporting continuous development 

and deployment pathways by considering cloud-native architectural solutions that are based on 

containers and their orchestration[3]. 

A single physical machine is deployed for limited applications and it results in hardware 

resources underutilization [4]. The idea of abstracting physical system resources into multiple 

virtual computing resources called virtualization originated from IBM. In 1990, it was 

commercialized for x86 computer systems. Virtualization techniques are considered as the cloud 

computing data center backbone as they allow deploying multiple virtual servers over a single 

physical server system. Thus, virtualization improves resource utilization and increases return 

on investment. It provides an abstraction over physical resources that can be shared by cloud 

users. The comparison among deployments of the application using traditional, hypervisor, and 

container architecture is shown in Figure 1.  

 

Fig.  1. Comparison of application deployment  traditional, hypervisor, and container architecture) 

The Microservices Architecture pattern possesses many pivotal benefits. First, it addresses 

complexity problems. It decomposes what might be a terrible monolithic application into a 

series of services. Second, it allows each service to be developed by a particular team 

independently. Those who develop the service are free to choose any technology that makes 

sense, as long as it respects the API contract. Most organizations prefer to avoid total anarchy 

by limiting choices of technology. Third, it allows each microservice to be used independently. 

Developers do not need to coordinate the local changes implementation to their services. Last, 

it allows each service to scale independently [5]. 

This research aims to measure the performance of applications running on containerization 

architecture and compare it with conventional architecture namely monolithic architecture. The 



 

 
 
 
 

experiment was carried out on a computer with a Windows operating system on which the 

Docker desktop application was installed. Performance is measured using the Apache JMeter 

application to determine throughput, latency, packet loss, and delay. Analysis was carried out 

by making a comparison of the parameter measurement results. 

2 Method 

The research encompassed several stages, including requirements analysis, the design and 

implementation of a hotel management information system, and the testing of the system's 

architecture. Requirements analysis was carried out by identifying the software and hardware 

needed for system development. The object of this research was the Integrated Hospitality 

Laboratory of Politeknik Negeri Jember. Interviews with integrated hospitality teaching factory 

managers were conducted to identify the system needs. The requirement of software and 

hardware used to develop a hotel management information system is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Requirement of software and hardware used to develop hotel management information system 

Number  Requirement type Specifications 

1 Software  Web Server, PHP 8.2 
  Laravel framework 

  Visual studio code 
  Mysql database 
  Docker Desktop 
  Microsoft Windows 11 operating 

system 
2 Hardware  CPU intel min 8th generation 

  RAM DDR4 min 8 GB 
  SSD min 256 GB 
  Standard input output system 

 

Unified Modelling Language (UML) was used to model the hotel management information 

system being developed. The UML diagram used in this research was a use case diagram. The 

next stage was the implementation of the development of a hotel management information 

system using the Laravel framework and MySQL database. System architecture testing used 

Apache JMeter software by measuring several parameters, namely latency, throughput, packet 

loss, and delay. Apache Jmeter software was chosen because it can carry out load tests and stress 

tests well[6]. The analysis was carried out by comparing the results of parameter measurements 

on monolithic and microservices architectures. Docker desktop software was used to develop 

microservices architecture. Testing was carried out on a computer with Windows 11 64-bit 

operating system, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz, 16 GB RAM and 256 GB SSD. 

3 Results 

The UML diagram used in this research was a use case diagram. To create it, an interview was 

previously conducted with the manager of the integrated hospitality teaching factory at 



 

 
 
 
 

Politeknik Negeri Jember to get an idea of the system that will be developed. The use case 

diagram is shown in Fig. 2, which consists of managing customer data, managing food and 

drinks, managing laundry types, managing rooms, managing room types, managing food and 

drink orders, managing laundry orders, and managing room reservations. 

 

Fig.  2. Use case diagram hotel management system  

Furthermore, the applications that have been developed are implemented on two different 

system architectures, namely monolithic and container-based microservices. To implement the 

system using a microservices architecture, the docker-compose file is used which is shown in 

Figure 3. Based on program figure 3, there are four types of microservices, namely web server, 

PHP, database, and php-myadmin.  

Docker desktop software is used to run this microservices architecture. Docker Desktop is 
secure, ready-to-use containerization software that offers developers and teams a powerful 

hybrid toolkit for building, sharing, and running applications anywhere[7]. 



 

 
 
 
 

 

Fig.  3. Architecture of microservices technology used in the hotel management system. 

The next step is to carry out architectural system testing. Testing is carried out locally, which is 

different from that where testing is carried out by [8] in a cloud computing environment. The 

testing activity was carried out using Apache Jmeter software with latency, throughput, packet 

loss, and delay parameters. The test results are shown in Figures 4 to 7. Figure 4 shows a 

comparison of latency measurement results between monolithic and microservices. Monolithic 

architecture has better latency values compared to microservices architecture. The same results 

are also obtained for the throughput parameters shown in Figure 5, and respectively in Figures 

6 and 7. The results of measuring all parameters show that monolithic architecture is better than 

microservices architecture. 

   

Fig.  4. Comparison latency parameter between 
monolithic and microservices architecture 

Fig.  5. Comparison throughput parameter 
between monolithic and microservices 

architecture 

 



 

 
 
 
 

    

Fig.  6. Comparison packet loss parameter 
between monolithic and microservices 

architecture 

Fig.  7. Comparison delay parameter between 
monolithic and microservices architecture 

4 Discussion 

In the test results, it was found that the monolithic architecture had better values for all 

parameters measured, namely latency, throughput, packet loss, and delay. This is because the 

microservice architecture has not been optimized and only relies on basic settings. Moreover, 

microservice architecture is implemented in containers that have small computing resources. A 

form of optimization that can be carried out on a microservice architecture is the addition of 

load balancing and scaling, both manual and automatic as conducted by [9]. By scaling the 

quality of service can be improved even though the resources owned by the container are small 

because by scaling you will get a larger number of containers, especially in horizontal scaling. 

In this research, the microservice only consists of four, namely web server, database, PHP, and 

PHP-my admin, and has not implemented event-driven architecture as done by[10].  

5 Conclusion 

Microservice architecture offers several advantages over monolithic architecture, namely, 

solving complex problems, each service can be developed independently without any 

dependency on other parties and can be scaled. However, in this study, the monolithic 

architecture had better parameter values because the microservices had not been optimized. 

Future research can implement load balancing and scaling in this hotel management information 

system application. 
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